Board
Game Cards

LARDERELLO: the board-game
for 2 players / 2 teams
ENVIRONM ENT
A geothermal region with 3 zones (1 = warm, 2 = hot, 3 = boiling) which have sources of
geothermal energy indicated with blue and red dots.

TASK
Using pipe-tiles, each player/team must build a pipeline connecting the sources of
geothermal energy on the game board starting from zone 1, moving to zone 2, and then to
zone 3.
Each time a player/team connects to a source of geothermal energy, a power station is
constructed and the player/team wins a population of village-workers equal to the number
of steps traversed since the previous station (be it the start of the game or a previous power
station).
The player/team who finishes with the largest number of village-workers wins the
game.

RULES
Throw the die in turns. The player/team with the highest score starts the game.
Each player/team begins with a population of 1 village-worker.
Players/teams play in turns using the die, laying on the game board a number of pipe-tiles
equal to the number shown on the die, and selecting one pipe-tile at a time.

Instructions
LARDERELLO: the board-game
for 2 players / 2 teams
GAME PIECES
Game board
1 die
Pipe-tiles (arrange them in one or more stacks)
Village workers
Power stations
Cards corresponding to each of the 3 zones
ENVIRONMENT
A region with 3 zones (1 = warm, 2 = hot, 3 = boiling) which have sources of energy indicated with blue and red dots.
TASK
Using pipe-tiles, each player/team must build a pipeline connecting the sources of energy on the game board starting from zone 1, moving to zone 2, and then to zone 3.
Each time a player/team connects to a source of energy, a power station is constructed and the player/team wins a population of village-workers equal to the number of steps traversed since the previous station (be it the start of the game or a previous power station).
The player/team who finishes with the largest number of village-workers wins the game.
RULES
Throw the die in turns. The player/team with the highest score starts the game.
Each player/team begins with a population of 1 village-worker.
Players/teams play in turns using the die, laying on the game board a number of pipe-tiles equal to the number shown on the die, and selecting one pipe-tile at a time.
Pipe-tiles must connect directionally to form a continuous pipeline.
If a selected pipe-tile is not desired by a player/team, put it back at the bottom of the stack and continue selecting your remaining number of pipe-tiles.
More than one pipeline may start from one power station (as long as one of the four positions around the source of energy is available).
A player/team with more than one power station may construct more than one pipeline simultaneously.
Some pipe-tiles direct the players/teams to cards. Follow the instructions on the cards. Make sure to select a card which bears the number of the zone where you are still operating:
- Select card 1 if there are still available sources of geothermal energy in zone 1.
- Select card 2 when all zone 1 sources of energy have power stations and there are available sources in zone 2.
- Select card 3 when all zone 1 and zone 2 sources have power stations.

